DOUBLE-SIDED CAP UNIT

CAP END UNIT

STRAIGHT RUN

1. CAREFULLY CUT ALONG LINE TO PRESERVE BOTH SIDES OF THE CUT
2. FLIP PIECES "B" AND "D" OVER TO CREATE CORNER

1.5"

CORNER

OUTSIDE CURVE

INSIDE CURVE

USE CAP END UNIT AT WALL STEP-DOWNS

WALL FACE

NOTES:
1. ALWAYS START CAPPING WALL FROM THE LOWEST ELEVATION.
2. LAY OUT CAPS PRIOR TO USING ADHESIVE.
3. CUT CAPS TO FIT. OCCASIONAL CUTTING WILL BE NECESSARY FOR RADIi OTHER THAN APPROXIMATELY 7.5 FEET.
4. ALTERNATE SHORT AND LONG CAP FACES EVERY OTHER CAP TO ACHIEVE A STRAIGHT ROW OF CAPS.
5. USE EXTERIOR-GRADE CONSTRUCTION ADHESIVE TO SECURE CAPS.
6. * INDICATES CAP END UNIT
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